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Wipro Partners with and Invests in CloudKnox Security to Secure
Multi-Cloud and Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure
Investment expands Wipro’s Cloud Security portfolio to meet growing demand from
enterprises to protect their cloud infrastructure from identities with excessive highrisk permissions
East Brunswick, New Jersey, USA and Bangalore, India – June 11, 2020: Wipro Limited
(NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO), a leading global information technology, consulting
and business process services company, today announced a partnership with CloudKnox
Security. The Wipro and CloudKnox joint solution offering enables enterprises to proactively
protect and manage their Hybrid and Multi-Cloud infrastructure by continuously detecting and
remediating over-permissioned identities.
Wipro Ventures, the corporate investment arm of Wipro, invested in CloudKnox through its
recently announced $150M Fund II, to strengthen the strategic partnership.
Rapid adoption of Hybrid and Multi-Cloud infrastructure by enterprises is leading to an
increase in the attack surface area, and as a result, exposing them to new cybersecurity
vulnerabilities. With the proliferation of Hybrid and Multi-Cloud workloads and identities (be it
humans, service accounts, bots or resources), the problem of managing authorizations and
entitlements related to permissions for identities is becoming more complex and critical.
Wipro will offer an Access Governance for Hybrid Cloud “as-a-service” offering, powered by
CloudKnox. The company will leverage its NextGen Cyber Defense Centers to deliver the
service. This offering provides continuous protection of critical cloud resources for customers
by enforcing least privilege policies. The solution will include:

Visibility and insight into identities, permissions, actions and resources across
multi- cloud and hybrid cloud infrastructures

Activity-based authorization for human and non-human identities like service
accounts, Application Programming Interface Keys, bots or resources such as
compute instance.

The CloudKnox Just Enough Privileges (JEP) Controller to automatically right size
excessive identity permissions

Anomaly Detection and Identity Activity Analytics across private and public Cloud
infrastructure

Forensic-quality activity data for easy Compliance Reporting and a powerful Query
Interface to investigate issues
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Sheetal Mehta, Chief Information Security Officer & Senior Vice President,
Cybersecurity & Risk Services, Wipro Limited said, “While adoption of private and public
cloud is increasing, existing security solutions are inadequate to manage identities and
resources across such a hybrid environment. With this partnership, Wipro has a first-mover
advantage offering Identity Governance and secure Cloud Workloads for customers who are
migrating and managing Hybrid Cloud infrastructures.”
“The current market environment is fueling large-scale adoption of multi-cloud and hybrid
cloud infrastructures, creating even greater global demand for the CloudKnox platform,” said
Raj Mallempati, COO, CloudKnox. “We are delighted to welcome Wipro as a strategic
partner to meet this demand and further accelerate our customer expansion, which comes on
the heels of Gartner naming CloudKnox a Cool Vendor in IAM and Fraud Protection. The
CloudKnox Permissions Management platform perfectly complements Wipro’s Access
Governance for Hybrid Cloud ‘as-a-service’ offering by delivering a continuous and adaptive
framework for managing cloud permissions that ensures that identities and resources only
have the permissions they need to perform their daily tasks.”
For
more information on the Wipro-CloudKnox
https://cloudknox.io/partners/wipro-microsite/

partnership,

please

visit

About Wipro Limited
Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global information
technology, consulting and business process services company. We harness the power of
cognitive computing, hyper-automation, robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital world and make them successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio of services, strong commitment to sustainability and
good corporate citizenship, we have over 175,000 dedicated employees serving clients across
six continents. Together, we discover ideas and connect the dots to build a better and a bold
new future.
Wipro Media Contact:
Purnima Burman
Wipro Limited
purnima.burman@wipro.com
Forward-looking and Cautionary Statements
Certain statements in this release concerning our future growth prospects are forward-looking
statements, which involve a number of risks, and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those in such forward-looking statements. The risks and uncertainties relating to these
statements include, but are not limited to, risks and uncertainties regarding fluctuations in our earnings,
revenue and profits, our ability to generate and manage growth, intense competition in IT services, our
ability to maintain our cost advantage, wage increases in India, our ability to attract and retain highly
skilled professionals, time and cost overruns on fixed-price, fixed-time frame contracts, client
concentration, restrictions on immigration, our ability to manage our international operations, reduced
demand for technology in our key focus areas, disruptions in telecommunication networks, our ability
to successfully complete and integrate potential acquisitions, liability for damages on our service
contracts, the success of the companies in which we make strategic investments, withdrawal of fiscal
governmental incentives, political instability, war, legal restrictions on raising capital or acquiring
companies outside India, unauthorized use of our intellectual property, and general economic
conditions affecting our business and industry. Additional risks that could affect our future operating
results are more fully described in our filings with the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission. These filings are available at www.sec.gov. We may, from time to time, make additional
written and oral forward-looking statements, including statements contained in the company’s filings
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with the Securities and Exchange Commission and our reports to shareholders. We do not undertake
to update any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time by us or on our behalf.
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